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Flow quantities in the hot and cold ﬂow conditions of a turbine cascade were compared at the same exit isentropic
Mach and Reynolds numbers by three-dimensional ﬂow simulations. In the hot ﬂow condition, the total temperature at
the inlet was 772 K, and the isothermal temperature of the blade was 540 K. In the cold ﬂow condition, the total temperature at the inlet was 280 K, and the blade was adiabatic. As a result, the cold and hot ﬂow conditions were similar in total
and static density in the wake, total and static pressure, velocity, the thicknesses of the viscous and thermal boundary
layers, and the amplitude and frequency of the vortex shedding. On the other hand, they were diﬀerent in static density
in the boundary layer, and total and static temperatures. Moreover, the Eckert-Weise eﬀect was observed in the cold ﬂow
condition, while energy separation in the wake was observed in the hot ﬂow condition.
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Nomenclature
t :
v :
:
:
:
ARC:

thickness of thermal boundary layer
thickness of viscous boundary layer
speciﬁc heat ratio for air
absolute viscosity
density
arc length along blade from stagnation point to
beginning of trailing edge on pressure or suction side
C: chord length
c: speed of sound
D: thickness of trailing edge=7.43 mm
h: heat transfer coeﬃcient
M: Mach number
n: coordinate along normal direction to surface of blade
or ﬂat plate
P: pressure
PS: pressure side of blade
R: speciﬁc gas constant for air
r: coordinate along surface of blade, which is originated from the stagnation point as shown in Fig. 2
Re: Reynolds number
S: coordinate along the surface of the blade, originated
from center of trailing edge as shown in Fig. 2
SS: suction side of blade
T: temperature
U: resultant velocity
X: tangential axis to camber line at trailing edge
x: axial coordinate (Fig. 1)
Y: transverse axis normal to X-axis
y: pitch coordinate (Fig. 1)
Subscripts
t : at edge of thermal boundary layer
v : at edge of viscous boundary layer
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1:
1:
2:
is:
o:
w:
1.

reference value for normalization (Appendix A)
inlet
exit
isentropic (Appendix A)
total
wall

Introduction

In general, the eﬃciency of the gas turbine can be raised
by heating the inﬂow gas to a high temperature. However, a
heating system for the inﬂow gas and a cooling system for
the turbine blade must be installed to achieve it.1)
To research and develop a gas turbine, it is necessary to
simulate the ﬂow through the actual gas turbine by experiments or computations. Additionally, we must decide the
heat condition of the simulation relative to the degree of
approximation considering objective and cost.
The conditions can be roughly classiﬁed into two: The
ﬁrst is the hot ﬂow condition. This condition is very close
to that in the real gas turbine because the inlet ﬂow temperature is much higher than the isothermal temperature of the
blade. The second is the cold ﬂow condition. This condition
approximates that in a real gas turbine because there isn’t a
signiﬁcant temperature diﬀerence between the inlet ﬂow
and blade. The turbine blade can be treated as isothermal
in the ﬁrst approach, but as adiabatic in the second approach.
The inlet ﬂow temperature of the ﬁrst approach is higher
than that of the second approach. The heat transfer was
taken into account in the ﬁrst approach but not in the second.
There are some experimental challenges to ﬁrst approach,
i.e., the ﬂuid should be heated and the blade should be
cooled. If researchers are not interested in the heat transfer
process, they use the second approach, which is easier to implement experimentally because they neither heat the ﬂow
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(a) r coordinate

(b) S coordinate

Fig. 2. Deﬁnition of coordinates along blade surface.

Table 1. Flow conditions.

Fig. 1. Investigated cascade (Units: mm).

nor cool the blade. The numerical studies are relevant to the
experimental work, i.e., the same boundary conditions.
Therefore, when experimental studies adopt one approach,
the numerical studies adopt the same approach.
The ﬁrst hot ﬂow condition approach, is very close to the
real case and gives same indication about the heat transfer
eﬀect on the blade surface and how ﬂow aﬀects this process.
For example, the eﬀect of tip clearance gap on the loss and
heat transfer has been investigated intensively experimentally
and numerically in the literature.2–5) C3X and Mark II are
famous two-dimensional guide vanes investigated by many
researchers.6–8) Many researchers have investigated the
parameters that can aﬀect the prediction of the heat transfer,
for example the grid orthogonality,9) turbulent model,6,10)
and grid density.11) Generally, these researches focused
mainly on the heat transfer not on the ﬂow or aerodynamics.
The second cold ﬂow condition approach, is an approximation of the real case, but investigates the ﬂow phenomena
and tendency of ﬂow quantities. For example, Cicatelli and
Sieverding12) considered a turbine cascade with isentropic
Mach number, M2;is , of 0.4. Sondak and Dorney13) and
Cicalelli et al.14) numerically investigated this problem by
using the same cascade and ﬂow conditions as Cicatelli
and Sieverding.12) Sieverding et al.15,16) experimentally
and El-Gendi et al.17) numerically investigated the vortex
shedding evolution process at M2;is ¼ 0:79 on a cascade
with half the scale of that used in other research.12–14,18)
El-Gendi et al.19,20) considered the eﬀect of trailing edge
geometry on the base pressure and loss.
A question arises from the above. Can the cold ﬂow condition give us a correct indication of the real case? In other
words, does simulating the ﬂow using the second approach
agree with that of the ﬁrst approach? If we maintain the same
isentropic Reynolds and Mach numbers, the pressure distributions should be close between the two cases because M2;is
is the same, but temperature may have a discrepancy because
the heat transfer across the blade exists only in the hot ﬂow
condition. To answer this question and check our prediction,
we performed numerical simulations to investigate the
whole cascade and paid more attention to two diﬀerent shear
layers: the boundary layer, and free shear layer.

Po1 (kPa)

To1 (K)

Tw (K)

M2;is

Re2;is

CC

140.0

280

—

0.79

2:8  106

HC

470.0

772

540

0.79

2:8  106

PCFD

264.3

772

540

0.90

1:6  106

2.

Studied Cases

We investigated two cases: the hot case (HC), and the
cold case (CC). HC represents results computed by the hot
ﬂow condition. CC represents results computed by the cold
ﬂow condition. The turbine cascade in both cases is the same
as that used in Sieverding et al.15,16) The blade proﬁle and
the cascade dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The cascade
has a chord length (C) of 140 mm, an axial chord (Cax ) of
91.84 mm, a pitch (s) of 97.44 mm, and a stagger angle
() of 49.83 .
3.

Numerical Method

3.1. Computational grid
The O-type grid was used in both cases to reduce skewness of the grid near leading and trailing round edges. The
grid has 413  194  50 grid points; total number of grid
points is about 4:0  106 . The minimum thickness of the
grid cell on the blade is 0.002 mm, which is equivalent to
yþ  1. The grid spacing along the span direction is constant. The span length of the computational domain is
14.7 mm, which is approximately twice the thickness of
the trailing edge and one-tenth of the chord length.
3.2. Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are shown in Table 1. CC boundary conditions are exactly the same as Sieverding et al.15)
On the other hand, HC has the same exit isentropic Mach
number (M2;is ) and exit isentropic Reynolds number
(Re2;is ), based on chord length, as those CC. In this study,
inlet and exit boundary conditions were imposed by the
method of characteristics. The non-slip condition was implemented on blade surface. The periodic condition was
used in both the pitch and span directions. As a thermal
boundary condition on the wall, the isothermal condition
was used in HC, but the adiabatic condition was used in CC.
In HC, both temperatures, To1 and Tw , are diﬀerent from
those in an actual jet engine, but their ratio (Tw =To1  0:7) is
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4.

Validation

Before the main calculations, we calculated two test problems for HC to validate our code.
For the ﬁrst problem, we simulated the turbulent boundary layer on a heated ﬂat plate. The calculated results were
compared to the experimental data measured by Bell.23)
The velocity and temperature in the uniform ﬂow were
17.95 m/s and 20.3 C, respectively. And, the wall temperature was 46.3 C. Figure 3 shows the velocity and static temperature distributions at the point 1.53 m from the leading
edge. Both velocity and static temperature distributions
have good agreement with the experimental data.23)
For the second test problem, we simulated the ﬂow around
a Mark II blade with a trailing edge modiﬁed to a circular
shape. This blade was investigated numerically6,24) and
experimentally.7,8) The boundary conditions are the same
as Luo and Lakshminarayana6) and are shown in Table 1

3
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Fig. 3. Flat plate test (Bell23)).
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close to that in an actual jet engine.6) In addition, the total
temperature at the inlet (To1 ¼ 772 K) is lower than
1000 K, so the assumption of a calorically perfect gas is still
valid.21)
3.3. Numerical scheme
Navier-Stokes equations were solved by our in-house
code. The cell vertex ﬁnite diﬀerence method was used
for spatial discretization. And, the lower upper symmetric
Gauss Seidel (LUSGS) method was used along with the second order dual time method to obtain time accurate results
for unsteady ﬂow. In addition, the Roe’s ﬂux-diﬀerence
splitting with E-ﬁx was used to calculate inviscid numerical
ﬂuxes, where the second order of accuracy was achieved by
the MUSCL scheme with the Van Albada ﬂux limiter. On
the other hand, the viscous ﬂuxes were calculated by the
central diﬀerence method.
The time increment for each iteration was t ¼ 3:33 
107 s. The time-averaged values in the computational
results were calculated using 10,000 iterations, and the
vortex shedding frequency was calculated using 16,500
iterations. Every iteration step has ﬁve inner iterations for
the implicit scheme (time marching).
The calculations were carried out by an eight-processor
Linux cluster, and the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
was used for parallelization.
3.4. Turbulent model
As a turbulent model, the Delayed Detached Eddy
Simulation (DDES22)) method was used in this study. It
is a hybrid scheme that works as a Reynolds Average
Navier-Stokes (RANS) model in the region near the wall
and as a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model in the region
away from the wall. Unlike RANS models, the DDES model
can provide more accurate results for unsteady ﬂows. Unlike
LES, DDES does not require a very ﬁne grid near the wall.
Furthermore, unlike Detached Eddy Simulation (DES),
DDES depends on both the grid spacing and ﬂow quantities
to estimate the thickness of the boundary layer where RANS
is applied.
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(b) Heat transfer coefficient
Fig. 4. Distributions of pressure and heat transfer coeﬃcient along surface of Mark II blade.

(PCFD). The O-type grid was used, and the total number
of grid points is same as used in the main calculations, HC
and CC. Figure 4 shows the distributions of the pressure
and heat transfer coeﬃcient, where LExp., LCFD, and
PCFD represent Luo and Lakshminarayana’s experimental
results,6) their computational results,6) and our computational
results, respectively. Pressure is normalized by the total
pressure at the inlet (Po1 ). The abscissa r represents the
coordinate along the blade surface. The absolute value of r
means the distance from the stagnation point on the leading
edge, and the sign of r means the side of the blade. A positive
value means SS, and a negative value means PS (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 6. Distributions of total pressure in boundary layers.
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5.

Results and Discussion

5.1. Pressure distribution along blade
Figure 5 shows the distributions of the time-averaged
static pressure along the blade in both cases as well as the
experimental data15) for CC, where pressures are normalized
by total pressure at inlet, Po1 . For CC, the numerical result
shows good agreement with the experimental data.15) The
pressure distribution for HC coincides with that for CC, so
pressure along the surface of the blade is unaﬀected by
the CC approximation because M2;is is the same.
The pressure gradient along the PS surface is monotonically favorable. However, the SS pressure gradient is favorable in the section of r=ARC < 0:46, adverse at 0:46 <

2

1

0
0

Exp.
CC
HC

1
n (mm)

In this PS test problem, we noticed that DDES delays
transition excessively. Therefore, the ﬂow was tripped at
r=ARC  0:09 on the PS in the PCFD.
As shown in Fig. 4, the pressure distribution of our computational result agrees reasonably well with that of the
experimental result, Lexp. On the other hand, there is a
small discrepancy for the heat transfer coeﬃcient between
PCFD and Lexp. For most of SS and PS, the PCFD
result falls within the scatter of Lexp.6) Similarly, Luo and
Lakshminarayana’s computational result, LCFD, has a discrepancy in the heat transfer coeﬃcient.
Luo and Lakshminarayana6) also compared three distributions of heat transfer coeﬃcients computed by three k-
models. They showed that there is a discrepancy in results
between three turbulent models and all diﬀer from experimental data. In this study, we used a diﬀerent DDES
turbulent model. And our computational result, PCFD,
diﬀers from LCFD. Therefore, the heat transfer coeﬃcient
distribution may be sensitive to the turbulent model, unlike
the pressure distribution.
On the whole, the computational results from the two test
problems using our code agreed reasonably with experimental data, which could validate our code. Consequently, this
code was used to compute the main problem taking into
consideration the discrepancy in the computational results
mentioned above.
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Fig. 5. Distributions of pressure ratio along the blade.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of velocity in boundary layers.

r=ARC < 0:7, negligible at 0:7 < r=ARC < 0:9, and favorable again at r=ARC > 0:9.
5.2. Boundary layers
Next, we compared ﬂow quantities in boundary layers on
PS and SS, i.e., the distribution along the perpendicular
direction to the surface on the PS at the point S=D ¼
1:75 (r=ARC ¼ 0:94), and on the SS at the point S=D ¼
1:75 (r=ARC ¼ 0:95) (Figs. 5 and 2).
For CC and HC, the time-averaged static pressure variation was lower than 0.3% in both boundary layers at
S=D ¼ 1:75, so static pressure can be considered constant
across boundary layers.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the time-averaged total
pressure for CC and HC. There is a little discrepancy
between the distribution of the total pressure for HC and that
for CC.
Figure 7 shows the time-averaged velocity distributions
of our computational results for both cases, and the experimental data15) for CC. The computational results agree well
with the experimental data.15) Similar to total pressure, there
is a small discrepancy between the velocity distribution for
CC and HC.
Figure 8 shows the time-averaged static temperature
distribution for CC and HC. The distribution of static temperature for CC is very diﬀerent from HC.
For HC, the static temperature at the wall equals the isothermal value. It is less than outside the boundary layer due
to heat transfer across the blade. It increases gradually while
parting from the wall until it reaches the static temperature
at the edge of the thermal boundary layer.
For CC, the static temperature on the adiabatic wall
equals the recovery value. It is higher than outside the bound-
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Table 2. Thicknesses of boundary layers.
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Fig. 9. Distributions of total temperature in boundary layers.

ary layer due to dissipation resulting from shear stress. It
decreases gradually as the dissipation decreases, until it
reaches the value at the edge of the thermal boundary layer.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the time-averaged total
temperature for HC and CC. Like static temperature, the
distribution of total temperature for CC is very diﬀerent
from HC.
For CC, the total temperature equals the recovery temperature on the adiabatic wall. It increases gradually while parting from the wall and approaches the inlet total temperature
due to the work of viscous stress and heat conduction.25) The
average of the normalized total temperature T=To1 across
the thermal boundary layer on the adiabatic wall should
equal 1.0,25,26) and the average of our computational result
at S=D ¼ 1:75 equals approximately 1.0.
On the other hand, for HC, the total temperature at the
wall equals the isothermal temperature. It increases gradually while parting from the wall until it reaches the inlet total
temperature at the edge of the thermal boundary layer.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the time-averaged
static density for HC and CC. The distribution of the static
density for CC is also very diﬀerent from HC. In both cases
on each side, because the static pressure is almost uniform
across the boundary layer, the tendencies of the distributions
of the static density are opposite to those for static temperature (Fig. 8).
Table 2 shows the thicknesses of the viscous and thermal
boundary layers of our computational results in both cases
on each side and those for the viscous boundary layers of
the experimental data15) for CC. For CC, there is good agreement between our computational results and the experimental data15) for viscous boundary layers.

If the Prandtl number is <1, the thermal boundary layer
thickness (t ) should be thicker than the viscous boundary
layer thickness (v ), and vice versa.26,27) In this study, it
equals 0.9 for the turbulent calculations of air. Therefore,
the thermal boundary layer thickness (t ) is thicker than
the viscous boundary layer thickness (v ) on each side in
each case. The thicknesses of the thermal and viscous boundary layers on each side for CC are close to those for HC.
Also, the thicknesses of the viscous and thermal boundary
layers on the SS are thicker than those on the PS in both cases.
5.3. Wake
Flow quantities for HC and CC were compared in the free
shear layer at X=D ¼ 2:5. The angle between the X-axis and
the cascade axial direction, x-axis, is 66 . The origin of the X
and Y axes was taken at the trailing edge.28)
The distributions of time-averaged velocity normalized
by the speed of sound (c1 ), see Appendix A, for HC and
CC are shown in Fig. 11. Like the boundary layer, the velocity distribution for CC is close to that for HC.
The comparison between HC and CC with respect to
time-averaged static and total pressure distributions at
X=D ¼ 2:5 is shown in Fig. 12. Like the boundary layer,
the static pressure distribution is identical in both cases,
and the total pressure distribution for CC is close to that
for HC. The numerical time-averaged static and total temperature distributions for HC and CC are shown in Fig. 13
along with the experimental data16) for CC. The static and
total temperatures for HC are lower than for CC due to
the eﬀect of the heat transfer across the blade surface.
Note that the distributions of numerical total pressure and
total temperature for CC have a signiﬁcant quantitative
discrepancy from those in the Exp.16) The turbulent model,
DDES, can not model all scales of turbulence correctly,
causing this discrepancy.
Using Unsteady RANS (URANS), Leclercq and Doolan29)
observed a similar discrepancy between the experimental
and numerical velocity distributions near the wake of an
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Fig. 13. Time-averaged temperature distributions at X=D ¼ 2:5.

isolated blade. They attributed this discrepancy to a three-dimensional eﬀect.30) In this study, the calculations are threedimensional, and there is a discrepancy between the experimental and numerical total pressure distributions as shown
in Fig. 12.
Using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulent model, Boyle and
Ameri9) observed a discrepancy between the numerical
and experimental total pressure values at the 0.42 axial
chord behind the blade. They attributed this discrepancy
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to the conjecture that the amount of diﬀusion in the wake
predicated by the turbulent model is too small. They veriﬁed
this hypothesis by testing two grids. The coarse grid is more
diﬀusive than the ﬁne one. They noticed that the total pressure values for the coarse grid were greater (closer to experimental results) than those of the ﬁne one. Based on our
unpublished results, we investigated the eﬀect of diﬀusion.
We changed the accuracy of the inviscid ﬂuxes from the
second order to the ﬁrst order, which is more diﬀusive compared to the second order accuracy. Using the ﬁrst order
accuracy, both the total pressure and temperature values
increased in the wake. Therefore, although the total pressure
results improved, the total temperature results deteriorated,
indicating that the turbulent model needs more treatment
than increasing the diﬀusion.
Recently, Mokulys et al.31) made calculations using three
turbulent models: Baldwin-Lomax, Spalart-Allmaras, and
k-!. The turbine cascade and ﬂow conditions are the same
as those for CC. Regarding the time-averaged total pressure
and temperature distributions at X=D ¼ 2:5, the results of
each turbulent model diﬀer from the experimental data. In
addition, there is a discrepancy between the results of each
turbulent model. Also they mentioned that all turbulent
models predicted a 30% lower value for total pressure than
the experimental value. They attributed this deviation to
diﬀerent mixing process in the calculations than in the
experiment. We investigated the eﬀect of turbulent viscosity values by changing the grid. Using DDES, the
turbulent viscosity value depends on the cell dimensions,
maxðx; y; zÞ. Changing the value of the maximum cell
dimension changes the turbulent viscosity value estimated
by DDES. We noticed that decreasing the value of the maximum cell dimension by changing the grid resolution
increases both the total pressure and temperature. Hence,
the total pressure distribution improves and the total temperature distribution deteriorates.
In conclusion, the results of our and other researchers9,29,31) calculations have good agreement with experimental
data qualitatively, but there are quantitative discrepancies.
We think that accurate quantitative prediction of ﬂow quantities, To and Po , in this region is a real challenge to turbulent
model developers.
As shown in Fig. 13, for CC, both numerical and experimental data show a tendency for total temperature to be
lower than To1 at the middle of the wake, exceed To1 at
the border of the wake, and approach To1 in the mainstream
ﬂow. This is called the Eckert-Weise eﬀect.16,32) For HC, the
total temperature doesn’t exceed To1 at the border of the
wake so that the Eckert-Weise eﬀect is not observed.
We know that this eﬀect happens mainly due to timeaveraged accumulation of instantaneous energy separation
phenomenon where the instantaneous total temperature
splits into hot and cold spots in the vortex street,33) and
a similar phenomenon is observed in our computational
results (Fig. 17). However, we can not predict that the
tendency in our computational results must be the EckertWeise eﬀect because the heights of the overshoots in the
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total temperature distribution are comparable with the precision of this numerical simulation.
The time-averaged static temperature for HC has a diﬀerent tendency from CC. For HC, the static temperature has
a moderate value of the wake centerline, and gradually
increases and then decreases while moving out. For CC,
the static temperature has the highest value of the wake
middle, and decreases gradually while moving out.
As shown in Fig. 13, for HC, the static temperature in the
wake is higher than in the mainstream despite the wake
being downstream of boundary layers cooled by the blade
surface. In addition, there are two local maxima in static
temperature. To investigate these observations, the static
temperature contours in the wake region were calculated.
Figure 14 shows the numerical time-averaged static temperature contours for HC and CC.
Near the blade for HC, the static temperature is low due to
cooling. The vortex formation is behind the trailing edge.
Part of the kinetic energy in the formation region dissipates
and converts to heat. The static temperature increases gradually due to dissipation in the formation region in the wake.
Therefore, the static temperature in the wake is higher than
in the mainstream due to heat generated by the dissipation.
For HC, the static temperature near the wake center is
decreased by heat transfer on the blade surface, but the wake
static temperature is increased by dissipation in the forma-

tion region and becomes higher than the mainstream. Therefore, there are two local maxima in the static temperature.
For CC, the static temperature near the wake center is
increased by dissipation in the boundary layer. Furthermore,
the wake static temperature is increased by the dissipation in
the formation region. Therefore, the static temperature,
T=To1 for CC is higher than for HC (Fig. 13).
Figure 15 shows the numerical time-averaged static and
total density distributions for HC and CC. Both the static
and total density distributions for CC are close to those for
HC.
5.4. Vortex shedding frequency
Figure 16 shows the spectral analysis for the pressure
ﬂuctuations at midspan where S=D ¼ 0:66 for HC and
CC. Both HC and CC have one predominant vortex shedding frequency. for CC, it equals 7.45 kHz, which shows
reasonable agreement with the experimentally obtained
frequency of 7.37 kHz15) and 7.6 kHz.16) On the other hand,
it equals 7.09 kHz for HC. In addition, Fig. 16 shows that
the pressure amplitude of the predominant frequency for
CC is close to that for HC.
5.5. Energy separation in wake
Figure 17 shows the contours of instantaneous total temperature normalized by temperature at the inlet for HC and
CC. In both cases, the instantaneous total temperatures in
the wake split into hot and cold spots, which is known as
the energy separation phenomenon.32,33) El-Gendi et al.28)
noticed that the combination of the convective and rotational
velocities of the vortex makes a main contribution for energy
separation. Therefore, the phenomenon is observed in both
cases.
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Conclusion

Numerical simulation of the ﬂow ﬁeld of a turbine cascade was performed for the hot ﬂow condition where hot
gas ﬂows around the isothermal blade, and for the cold ﬂow
condition where cold gas ﬂows around the adiabatic blade.
The exit isentropic Mach number is 0.79, and the exit isentropic Reynold number is 2:8  106 in both cases.
The computational results showed the similarity between
the ﬂow ﬁeld in the cold ﬂow condition and in the hot ﬂow
condition for total and static density in the wake, total and
static pressure, velocity, thicknesses of the viscous and thermal boundary layers, and the amplitude and frequency of the
vortex shedding. On the other hand, they showed the diﬀerence between the two conditions for static density in the
boundary layer, and total and static temperatures. These
results suggest that some indications about ﬂow ﬁeld in an
actual hot ﬂow condition can be obtained by easier experiments in cold ﬂow condition.
In addition, energy separation in the wake was observed
in the numerical results for hot ﬂow condition, while
the Eckert-Weise eﬀect was observed in the cold ﬂow
condition.
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Appendix A
The isentropic and inﬁnity quantities were calculated
from the inlet and exit boundary conditions and isentropic
relations.
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